Carrier detection of the fragile X syndrome using flanking loci DXS98, DXS105, and DXS304.
Diagnosis of the carrier status of the fragile X [fra(X)] syndrome was made in 2 unrelated women who did not express the fragile site. Both were related to several individuals with a typical fra(X) phenotype and the marker X chromosome. A restriction fragment length polymorphism (RFLP) approach was used with probes that flank the fra(X) locus (FRAXA). The loci used for risk calculations of the fra(X) genotype were DXS98 and DXS105 on the centromeric side and a recently characterized locus, DXS304, on the telomeric side. Coincidence correction for the distances between marker loci and FRAXA was made according to the Kosambi function. The DNA marker test gave the risk for one female to be a carrier of 99.7-99.9%. In another family a female was excluded from being a carrier with a probability of greater than 99.7%. The DNA marker U6.2, defining the locus DXS304, has increased the reliability of DNA based diagnosis of carrier status for females-at-risk. It is concluded that DNA analysis can serve as a valuable complement to chromosome analysis in families informative for the more closely linked flanking markers.